
 

Monday 18th – Friday 23rd January 

TBAT write a biography on Ernest Shackleton 

Success criteria Child Teacher 

Introductory paragraph    

Key events written in chronological order    

Conclusion    

Paragraphs   

Mostly written in past tense    

Capital letters   

Full stops   

A range of conjunctions    

Cursive handwriting   

Spell most words correctly   

Adverbials    

Time conjunctions    

Use brackets to show extra information    

Adverbials    

Relative clause    

Parenthesis using brackets    

Adverbials for cohesion     

Parenthesis using brackets, dashes or commas   

Subordinating conjunction   

Subordinating conjunctions    

Adverbials for cohesion    

Relative clause     

 

Monday  

Red Group, Yellow Group, Blue Group + Green Group – TBAT use 

adverbials for cohesion  

 

Tuesday  

Red Group + Yellow Group – TBAT add parenthesis using brackets  

Blue Group – TBAT add parenthesis using brackets, dashes or 

commas 

Green Group – TBAT use relative clauses  

 

 



Wednesday  

Red Group – TBAT use time connectives  

Yellow Group – TBAT use a relative clause  

Blue Group + Green Group – TBAT include subordinating 

conjunctions  

 

Thursday  

Red Group, Yellow Group, Blue Group + Green Group – TBAT use 

adverbials for cohesion 

 

Friday 

Red Group – TBAT use time connectives 

Yellow Group – TBAT add parenthesis using brackets  

Blue Group – TBAT add parenthesis using brackets, dashes or 

commas 

Green Group – TBAT include subordinating conjunctions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Robert Scott 

INTRO 

Almost certainly, the idea of venturing to the coldest, most 

desolate places on earth sounds like their worst nightmare. 

However, for one man this became his very reason for 

being. In fact, it ended up grasping his life from him. This 

man was Robert Falcon Scott.  

EARLY LIFE + FAMILY  

Robert Falcon Scott (now often referred to as ‘Scott of the 

Antarctic’) was born on 6 June 1868 in Devonport, which is 

a waterside neighbourhood of Plymouth – England. He was 

the third child of six, but, significantly the eldest son. 

Although Scott’s father was a brewer, naval and military 

tradition ran in the family – his grandfather and four uncles 

all served in the army or navy. There was little debate as to 

whether Scott would follow in the footsteps of his family. 

Therefore it was no surprise when, at the age of 13, Scott 

became a naval cadet. Throughout this period of his life, he 

served on numerous Royal Navy ships in the 1880s and 

1890s and quickly progressed through the ranks and was 

made a lieutenant in 1889.  

FIRST EXPEDITION TO THE SOUTH  

In June 1889, he was appointed to command the National 

Antarctic Expedition of 1901-1904 after meeting the President 

of the Royal Geographical Society. Interestingly, some 

historians argue that it was Scott’s desire to be a captain 

that led to him accepting the role, rather than any interest in 

polar expedition. Whatever his motivation, plans were set by 

Scott and the expedition departed on 6th August 1901. With 

great success, the expedition – which included Ernest 

Shackleton – reached further south than anyone before them 

and Scott returned to Britain a national hero. Whilst on this 



trip, he caught the exploring bug and began to plan an 

expedition since he wanted to be the first to reach the South 

Pole. The coming months and years were consumed with 

raising funds in order to fulfil his ambition. He was not 

going to be beaten!  

EXPEDITION TO BE FIRST TO SOUTH POLE 

Once Scott had sourced all the resources he needed and the 

whaling ship, Terra Nova, left Cardiff, Wales, in June 1910. 

The journey to the Antarctic was nowhere near as smooth 

as Scott and his crew had hoped for: Terra Nova nearly 

sank in a storm when they’d not long departed New 

Zealand; they became trapped in pack ice and were stuck for 

20 days and, once they’d reached their destination, one of 

the sledges was dropped as it was unloaded from the ship. 

Further to this, within days of arriving, the extremes of the 

polar climate were far more treacherous than they had ever 

perceived! In mid-December, through appalling weather and 

increasingly tough terrain, the dog teams turned back, 

leaving he rest to face the ascent of the Beardmore Glacier. 

By January 1912, only five remained: Scott, Wilson, Oates, 

Bowers and Evans. On 17th January, they reached the pole, 

only to find that a Norwegian party led by Roald 

Amundsen, had beaten them there! As a consequence, they 

started the 1,500km journey back; it was the last journey 

they would ever make.  

CONCLUDE 

Eight months later, a search party found the tent, the bodies 

and Scott’s diary. It is from this – his diary entries – we 

now know about the sufferings that the explorers 

experienced. Already famous from his first expedition, Scott 

became a national icon. Today, more than 30 monuments 

and memorials are set-up to honour this extreme explorer.  

 


